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89.	Non-judicial stamps, I suppose, are stamps on
transactions   and   things   of   that   kind ?—Yes,   all
business transaction stamps.
The Chairman : It has got nothing to do with the post office ; it means stamps carried on deeds and things of that sort.
Sir Arthur Froom : Stamps on investments and transfers.
The Witness : This matter has already been discussed by the Government of India with all local Governments on administrative grounds, and they agreed to this transfer.
90.	The   Chairman:    I   am   going  to   hand   the
matter over to others now, but before we do so let
us   look   through   your   small   book   of   proposals
(" Memorandum   prepared   by  the  Government  of
Bombay," Part II)* and see if there is anything we
should like to mention.    *     *     *    I shall pick out a
few passages, and you can call attention to anything
else you think is very important.    Your " Financial
Proposals"   begin  on   page   19,   section  22.*    The
first two paragraphs—22 and 23—do not contain pro
posals, but introductory matter only.    You put it
very clearly about the middle of page 20 :—" In the
" industrial provinces Income-tax is proportionately
' more important than Land Revenue ; whereas in ' agricultural provinces the opposite is the case ' If the provinces were to be treated fairly it was ' necessary to consider this factor of comparative ' importance of the various sources of revenue in ' the finances of the various provinces." That is what you have explained to us just now ?—Yes.
 91.	That, I gather, is the central point of the whole
thing, is it not ?—Yes, certainly.
 92.	At   the   top of   page 21  you put in a very
convenient way what I was trying to illustrate by
my suggestion of paying two people the same amount
yet having to ask for different amounts of change :
" The agricultural provinces secured a windfall addi-
" tion to their revenues.    The industrial provinces
' hardly gained anything at all." Then you say : ' This embarrassing result has been justified by tile ' Montagu-Chelmsford Report and the Meston ' Committee on the specious reasoning that the ' surplus which the agricultural provinces obtained " was really their own." Of course, if it was really their own, then they would be making equal contributions. Your point is it is not really their own ; it is only a process in the course of an ultimate adjustment ?—Yes.
 94.	The  Chairman :    Then we come to page 22,
Section 23, and then comes the passage in the middle
of the page to which I called your attention, about
the 47  per cent,   from Madras.    You  have  made
that perfectly plain to me.    At the bottom of page 23
you  say:—" The  Meston  Committee itself recom-
" mended that the contributions should be reduced
" as quickly as possible.    The Joint Committee of
" Parliament recommended their entire abolition as
" early as practicable."    Is that what you refer to
when you say that does not make things better for
Bombay, but makes them worse ?—Exactly.
 95.	I  will  not  delay  you on para.  24,  because
perhaps those are rather general principles.    At the
top of page 27 you set out two main reasons ad
vanced for centralising income-tax, the necessity of
maintaining uniform rates and this difficulty about
taxation at the source.    Your proposal would still
maintain uniform rates, would not it ?—It leaves the
rates untouched.
&6. So 'that difficulty would not arise. You have told me what you think about the difficulty of taxation at the source. You think yourself that here in Bombay at any rate it is not so serious ?—Not so seuous as in other parts of India. '
97, It has given a great deal of trouble at home Then about page 31 you begin to refer to the Todl •Kfiport, and your actual proposals begin on
* VoL VII.. «fe. x.
 page 37, The only thing 1 want to ask you finally is this. You see, if the case you put forward, when we have heard evidence from all sidefc, from other provinces as well as from the centres, turns out to be .right (I am not for a moment expressing any opinion ; one can see it is very forcibly put), it would seem to me the case would be'one which theoretically called for pretty substantial change. You are complaining not of a small but of a big thing, are not you ?—Yes.
 98.	So  I naturally look to  see what  you   think
can be done.   Look at paragraph 29, " Limitations, of
the Problems."    About  six   lines   down   you   say:
" The first such limitation which has to be recog*
" nised is  that  any change in  the  distribution  of
" the heads of revenue must not be so arranged as
" to reduce the sum total of the present provincial
" revenues."    Do you apply that to all provinces ?—
Yes.    I take it this paragraph meets the question
you put to me some time ago, as to the complaint
on which we laid the greater stress.    In this we have
implicitly   abandoned   going  specifically  into   what
has happened in the past, and we are making pro
posals for the future.    We recognise that any ad
vancement in the future of one province cannot be
made at the expense of the other provinces, if there
is to be any peace.
 99.	The case you put forward is that in the future
you are not suggesting that the correction of the
injustice (as you   regard   it)   is   to   be got by tak
ing   away from  other   provinces   something which
they have got  now ?—No,  we have  not   proposed
that.

 100.	You do not propose that.    That knocks out
any idea that some other province is going to give
up something.      Now, somebody has got to find it.
Do you suggest the Central Government could find
it at present ?—Not at present.    We do not suggest
that.
 101.	That carries it as far as this, that whatever
be the injustice and inequity, as a practical matter
it  cannot be  corrected  by taking  anything  from
any other province and cannot be corrected as a
practical   matter,   at  least  at  present,   by  taking
anything   away  from   central   resources.    Then   it
seems to follow, and I think your paragraph goes-
on to say, that as a practical suggestion the province
must look to future surpluses of the Government of
India ?—Quite  so.    We  do  not  say  that  a   fresh
settlement in favour of this Presidency would pre
vent other provinces making the rate of progress
they  would   make   under   the   present   settlement.
When I say we are not doing it at the expense of
the other provinces we mean we do not demand that
any other province should contribute to us ; we only
ask for a resettlement which will give us a greater
share of any future surpluses.
 102.	Because, if your general plan was adopted,,
one sees that a province like Bombay, which is the
source, roughly speaking,  of one-third of the total
income-tax of India, would of course gain out of
future increments more than a province which con
tributes very little in income-tax ?—That is what we
hope.
 103.	And you say " So it should."    Now tell me
one other small thing.     On * page  38 there is  a
phrase which rather intrigued me.    It is, I think,
the fourth in your list of balancing factors, " Receipts
from excise duty on foreign liquor."    I should think
the word " foreign " ought to be in inverted commas ;
I suppose it does not mean imported liquor ?    I
imagine "foreign liquor" there means not liquor
imported from abroad, but liquor made here accord
ing to the recipe of Scotsmen ?—Probably here it
means both.
 104.	Can you have an excise duty on imported
liquor ?    In what sense ?—The Provincial Govern
ments do take an excise on sales of imported liquor.
105.	You mean the licence duty ?—Yes
The Chairman : Thank you.
The Witness::  I should Uljte to refer to one point^

